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Solutions Overview



The Power of LiDAR 
AI-powered LiDAR-based 3D sensing solutions improve safety, efficiency, and performance of key 
business processes while reducing costs in a wide variety of applications across 30 industry verticals. 
With industry-leading technologies, Quanergy enables its partners and end users to deploy innovative 
solutions that drive business growth—and ultimately improve the quality of life for people all around the 
world across these markets: 

Smart Cities
Quanergy’s smart city solutions 
accurately and anonymously 
capture powerful data about the 
movement of people and vehicles 
across large areas. This data is used 
to improve the safety and efficiency 
of our cities—from airport security 
to crowd management.

Smart Spaces
Our smart space solutions enable 
the development of extremely 
accurate people counting and 
queue management applications 
for retail stores, public 
transportation centers, stadiums, 
venues, and more.

Social Distancing
Quanergy has adapted its 
industry-leading 3D LiDAR 
Flow Management platform to 
create accurate and effective 
social distancing solutions. 
These solutions help prevent 
overcrowding in public places, 
monitor and enforce building 
occupancy limits, and even 
track individuals with elevated 
temperatures—all while protecting 
individual privacy.

Mapping
Quanergy’s mapping solutions 
provide accurate representation 
of the 3D world by generating a 
high-accuracy, high-resolution 
and extremely dense point cloud 
of scanned areas and objects. Our 
systems allow for quick, easy, and 
cost-effective 3D mapping in urban 
and rural environments, remote 
locations, and complex structures.

Industrial
Quanergy’s LiDAR solutions 
increase accuracy, efficiency, and 
safety in industrial facilities. Built 
to withstand the harshest industrial 
environments, our solutions enable 
localization, obstacle detection, 
inspection and measurement 
for high precision industrial 
automation including port and 
construction site automation along 
with warehouse logistics.

Security
Our security solutions accurately 
detect, track, and classify intruder 
and provide out-of-the-box 
integration with leading VMS and 
PTZ camera systems to precisely 
pinpoint threats, reduce false 
alarms, and optimize security 
resources.  Solutions include 
perimeter protection, access 
control, and surveillance.



The Quanergy 
Difference

Our Solutions:  
AI-Powered Flow Management Platform™
Quanergy’s Flow Management platform provides a modular, 
scalable, and advanced perception platform to enable real-time 
analysis for people counting, object detection, classification, 
tracking, and more. The Flow Management platform consists of 
two distinct product combinations: 

■ QORTEX DTC™ (Detect, Track, Classify) is paired with
the M-Series to enable accurate, real-time tracking of
people and vehicles for security, smart city, and smart
space applications.

■ QORTEX™ People Counter is paired with the S3-2
solid state LiDAR sensor to deliver high accuracy people
counting and queue management capabilities for smart
spaces and social distancing applications.

These integrated hardware/software solutions reliably solve the 
most challenging applications in retail, airports, public venues, 
commercial and government buildings, critical infrastructure, 
perimeter, and industrial facilities.

Quanergy’s M8 provided the range and 
accuracy none could provide. The M8 
gives GeoCue’s True View® system a clear 
advantage within the industry, and has 
allowed us to offer our customers the 
ability to capture incredible detail,  
from layout to elevation, for their 
 mapping projects. 

Lewis Graham,  
President and CTO of GeoCue

By bringing Quanergy’s 3D LiDAR sensor 
data into the traffic and passenger flow 
modules in Genetec’s unified platform, 
we’re helping airports and other 
organizations address pressing needs  
while also unlocking new insights into  
their security operations. 

David Lenot, 
Airport Product Leader at Genetec

is the global leader  
in 3D sensing and one of 

the first companies to 
pioneer 3D LiDAR for 

commercialization.

Quanergy offers a  
high-performance  

AI-powered LiDAR platform 
designed to accelerate the 
automation of key business 

processes to increase 
productivity, efficiency, and 

safety of our world.



M-Series
Leading 360° LiDAR Family for Mapping, Security, Smart Cities, Smart Spaces, and Industrial Applications
Best price-performance LiDAR in the industry

S-Series
Solid State LiDAR Family for Smart Spaces 
Industry’s First 100% Solid State LiDAR based on patented OPA Architecture

■ M8: Industry Leading High Performance 360º LiDAR Sensor
■ MQ-8: Next Generation 3D LiDAR Flow Management Sensor
■ M1: Highest Accuracy for Mid-Long Range Industrial Measurement applications

■ QORTEX People Counter with S3-2: 98% counting accuracy under any lighting conditions

HD 3D mapping,  
real time, accurate

Industry-leading  
point cloud density

Long-range,  
high accuracy and 

fine resolution

Ultra-high capacity– 
electronic beam 

steering

Most robust & 
reliable– no moving 

or vibrating parts

Mass market price 
points , low cost 
CMOS silicon

Our Products:  
Industry-Leading LiDAR Solutions
LiDAR sensors and smart perception software from Quanergy are designed from the ground up to offer 
the best-in-class price, performance, reliability, range, and classification accuracy.

3D Perception Software
Modular and scalable machine learning platform for LiDAR sensor perception

■ Object detection, classification and tracking
■ Advanced perception with deep learning
■ AI-powered smart IoT



MQ-8™ Series LiDAR Sensor
HIGH ACCURACY  |  FINE RESOLUTION  |  LONG RANGE  |  HIGH PERFORMANCE

The MQ-8™ Series LiDAR sensor is the next generation of Quanergy’s 3D LiDAR sensors and smart 
perception software solutions. Part of Quanergy’s Flow Management™ Platform, the MQ-8 Series 
meets the unique challenges of flow management applications that require  accurate, high-volume 
people and vehicle tracking in the security, smart city, social distancing, and smart spaces industries.

The MQ-8 Series LiDAR sensor features a smart beam structure of narrowly spaced, asymmetric 
beams that delivers up to 70m continuous tracking range (140m diameter), enabling up to 15,000 m2 
coverage with a single sensor. The MQ-8 sensor is paired with the powerful QORTEX DTC™ 
perception software to provide a higher classification accuracy compared to traditional LiDAR 
systems. In addition, the beam pattern provides 360° scanning with flat mounting to maximize 
coverage and reduce installation time and costs.

The MQ-8 sensor is paired with the powerful QORTEX DTC™ perception software for sophisticated 
flow management applications that require accurate tracking of large numbers of people and vehicles 
in complex environments. 

© 2020 Quanergy Systems, Inc.

MQ-8-Plus

MQ-8-PoE-Plus
MQ-8-PoE-UltraKey Features

Industry-Leading Classification Range
With an industry-leading classification range, the 
MQ-8 can detect, track, and classify over 250 people 
and vehicles with 10% reflectivity up to a range of 70m 
(140m diameter) with 95% accuracy. Besides, the sensor 
features a 360° horizontal field of view for rapid and 
reliable scanning of large areas.

10-20x Lower Cost Than Traditional Camera
Systems
A single MQ-8 sensor can cover up to 15,000m2 area, up 
to 100x wider than the equivalent camera-based system. 
With fewer devices to purchase, install, and maintain, the 
system provides 10-20X lower cost than traditional 
camera systems.

Angular Resolution
The MQ-8 features an angular resolution of 0.03-0.13° 
depending on the frame rate to reliably detect objects with 
pinpoint accuracy.

Automated ID Handover™
The unique QORTEX  Automated ID Handover allows 
continuous tracking of a person or a vehicle throughout the 
entire systems’ field of view, virtually on an unlimited basis.  
This capability allows for very powerful systems-wide data 
solutions such as curb to gate application at airport, flow 
management/footfall analytics in retail, social distancing 
application in public venue like stadium.

Day and Night Vision
The MQ-8 LiDAR sensor is immune to ambient lighting 
conditions, maintaining high performance even in extremely 
bright and low light applications.

Applications
Security Smart SpacesSmart City Social Distancing
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MQ-8-PoE
SENSOR Plus

Ultra

PlusMQ-8
SENSOR

Parameter

*Specifications are subject to change without notice

Laser Class

Wavelength

Measurement Technique

Minimum Sensor Range

Maximum Sensor Range

Range Accuracy (1σ at 50m)

Frame Rate

Angular Resolution

Detection Layers

Field of View (FOV)

Output Connection

Data Outputs

Returns

Output Rate

Nominal Power

Operating Voltage

Operating Temperature

Storage Temperature

Nominal Weight

Dimensions

Shock & Vibration

Environmental Protection

Certifications and Compliance

Warranty

MQ-8-Plus MQ-8-PoE-Plus MQ-8-PoE-Ultra

200m (80% reflectivity)
70m (10% reflectivity)

RJ45 802.3at (PoE+)

18W

42.5–57VDC

1375g

115mm (D) x 134mm (H)

IP67

Class I Laser Product (Eye Safe, IEC 60825-1)

905nm

Time of Flight (TOF)

2m

150m (80% reflectivity)
50m (10% reflectivity)

<3cm

5–20Hz

0.03°–0.13° dependent on frame rate

8

Horizontal: 360°, Vertical: 12.4° (–1.6°/–14°)

M12 Connector: 100/1000Mbps Ethernet, NMEA/PPS, Power

Angle, Distance, Intensity, Time Stamps (synchronized to GPS when available)

Up to 3

430,000 points per second (1 return), 1.3M points per second (3 returns)

16W

9-30VDC

–20°C to +60°C (–4°F to +140°F)

–40°C to +105°C (–40°F to +220°F)

900g

103mm (D) x 87mm (H)

ETSI EN 300 019-2-5, IEC Class 5M3

IP69K

FDA, FCC, CE, RoHS, WEEE

2 Years
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DTC™ SolutionMQ-8™ &

▪ Perimeter
security

▪ Critical
infrastructure

▪ Retail
▪ Commercial

buildings
▪ Stadiums &

public venues
▪ Airport

▪ Traffic
intersections
& pedestrian
crosswalks

▪ Social
distancing

100x Broader Coverage Area Than Cameras 
at a Fraction of the Price
The solution delivers industry-leading range, capable of tracking and 
classifying people and vehicles at a range of up to 140 meters. Due to 
its asymmetrical beam design, a single MQ-8 solution can cover up to 
15,000 m2 area—up to 100x broader coverage compared to 
equivalent camera-based systems. This enables complete coverage of 
large areas like malls, airports, and parking lots with fewer devices and 
10-20x lower cost compared to cameras.

High Accuracy and Low Rate of False Alarms
QORTEX DTC can provide greater than 95% detection accuracy and 
24/7 reliability in all lighting and atmospheric conditions.  The 
accuracy and reliability of QORTEX DTC significantly reduces false 
alarms, ultimately saving time and costs. Even camera-based security 
systems can greatly benefit from adding QORTEX DTC for enhanced 
sensing and perception, lowering the false alarm rate as much as 84%.

Automated ID Handover™ and Efficient AI Processing
The solution’s Automated ID Handover capability allows continuous 
tracking of up to 300 individuals or vehicles throughout the system’s 
entire field of view. This allows for powerful system-wide data 
solutions such as curb-to-gate people tracking at airports, flow 
management and footfall analytics, and social distancing applications 
in public venues like stadiums. The latest QORTEX DTC software 
includes a 33% improvement in object processing compared to 
previous iterations of QORTEX DTC.

Applications

Zero Personal Identifiable Information (PII) Risk
The patent pending QORTEX perception software does not rely on 
facial recognition technology and does not require capturing or 
storing any personally identifiable information. As a result, the 
solution protects individual privacy and poses zero PII risk.

Easy to Manage, Automated Solution 
The solution is easy to install, configure, and manage. For example, 
the solution features autocalibration of LiDAR and PTZ cameras to 
simplify installation and configuration. A rules engine automates 
point cloud recordings, PTZ control, and network actions based on 
real-time events. In addition, QORTEX DTC is integrated with 
leading VMS platforms such as Genetec Security Center™ and 
Milestone XProtect to provide a unified security solution and PTZ 
camera integration. 

Product Acceleration with Fast Track 
Software Bundle
With the QORTEX DTC Fast Track Software bundle, customers can 
reduce their product time-to-market by focusing their efforts on 
value-added application-level development. The Fast Track Software 
bundle includes source code, tools, and business logic to help 
customers and partners go to market faster. The bundle also 
includes features like Google Map visualization, sensor coverage, 
geo-location, port monitoring, and alerts. 

3D AI-Powered LiDAR Flow Management™ Platform
HIGH ACCURACY  |  REAL-TIME 3D  |  PRIVACY PROTECTION  |  COMPATIBILITY WITH LEADING VMS

The MQ-8/QORTEX DTC Solution is an integrated hardware and software platform that combines Quanergy’s MQ-8 LiDAR sensor 
with QORTEX DTC (Detect, Track, Classify) perception software for reliable, real-time people and vehicle tracking in security, smart 
city, and smart space applications. 
The solution uses artificial intelligence and 3D perception algorithms to scan the sensor’s field of view, analyze point 
cloud data, and provide anonymized information on detected objects. This enables automated security that is both 
cost-effective and easy to manage. The solution allows users to: 

▪ Identify and classify objects as people or vehicles

▪ Track individual people and vehicles and provide real-time, centimeter level accurate location information

▪ Configure rules to trigger point cloud recordings, network actions and/or automatically control PTZ camera
movement to follow selected individuals
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QORTEX DTC™ SPECIFICATIONS

*Specifications are subject to change without notice
**Contact Quanergy Sales for the supported camera list

SPECIFICATIONS QORTEX DTC CLIENT
Application

Operating System

Minimum System Requirements

Display Resolution Support

Visualize and configure QORTEX DTC Server (not required during normal operation)

Windows 10 and Ubuntu 18.04

Intel Core i3, 4 GB RAM, OpenGL-compliant graphics, Gigabit Ethernet

1024x768, 1280x800, 1280x1024, 1366x864, 1440x900, 1600x900, 1920x1080, 2048x1536, 
2560x1440, 3840x2160 and 4096x2160

SPECIFICATIONS QORTEX DTC SERVER
Application

Operating System

Object Information

Classification Types

Continuous Tracking Range

Maximum Number of Simultaneous Objects

Minimum System Requirements

Recording Storage Requirement 

VMS Compatibility

Additional Features

Object detection, tracking and classification for security, smart buildings, smart spaces, and social distancing

Ubuntu 18.04

Provides an object list with 3D direction and position, speed and classification in Protobuf, JSON or XML format

Human, Vehicle, Unknown

Ultra: 140m (70m radius range)
Plus: 100m (50m radius range) 
Up to 300 objects depending on hardware processing platform: QPU-L7: 200 objects, QSPU: 300 objects

Intel Core i3, 4 GB RAM, Gigabit Ethernet (2 virtual cores + 1 virtual core per sensor) 
100 MB storage memory (no recording)

150 MB/sensor/min (single return mode)

Genetec GSC (RSA, PFA & TTE), Milestone Xprotect

Rules Engine, PTZ Camera control (ONVIF Profile S)** 

SPECIFICATIONS MQ-8-PoE
Laser Class

Wavelength

Frame Rate

Field of View (FOV)

Output Connection

Nominal Power

Input Voltage

Operating  Temperature

Storage Temperature

Nominal Weight

Dimensions

Shock and Vibration

Environmental Protection

Certifications and Compliance

Warranty

Class 1 Laser Product (eye safe, IEC 60825-1)

905nm

5–20Hz

Horizontal: 360°, Vertical: 12.43° (-1.6°/-14°)

RJ-45 802.3at (PoE+)

18W

42.5-57VDC

–20 °C to +60°C (–4°F to +140°F)

–40 °C to +105°C (–40°F to +220°F)

1375g

115mm (D) x 134mm (H)

ETSI EN 300 019-2-5, IEC Class 5M3

IP67

FDA, FCC, CE, RoHS, WEEE

2 years
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